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Abstract: In this project we are considering the problem of building online fraud detection in e-commerce 

websites. Increasing use of internet, online shopping and online auction have gained more importance. And at 

the same the criminals are also taking benefits to perform undesired activities to gain illegal profit. Hence 

fraud-detection moderation systems are commonly applied in practice to detect and prevent such illegal and 

fraud activities. In this project, we propose an online probity model framework which takes online feature 

selection, coefficient bounds from human knowledge and multiple instances learning into account 
simultaneously. By observations on a real-world online auction fraud detection data we show that this model 

can potentially detect more frauds and significantly reduce customer complaints compared to several base line 

models and the human-tuned rule-based system.
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Since the increasing use of internet mainly in   electronic commerce, this is commonly called as e-

commerce as in becomes more and more popular. Whenever we want to buy any electronic gadget we 

search for the best deal and features in the market t, it is  followed by safe online purchase .The scene 

is not only applicable to electronic gadgets alone it also contains a wide range of products like home 

appliances ,books ,travelling packages or any software.it has become possible to buy any product u 

desire without actually touching the product physically .In traditional online shopping business model 

sellers as in sell their products or services at pre-set price, where buyers can choose what product best 

suites them which is of good deal .Online auction however is a different business model where the 

items are sold through price bidding. Usually while starting bidding we set an initial amount which is 

none other than starting bidding price among the bidder capable   buyers in auction bid with each 

other. The buyer who bids with highest amount is called last bidder or winner. To assure safe bidding 

against fraud and to give confidence to online auction services as in E-commerce sites provide refund   

to victims for those who loss up to a certain amount. Online auction services and e-commerce sites 

adopt following approaches to control and prevent fraud. To buy a certain product from the online 

auction website they are to be validated with e-mail, SMS, or phone call, PAN card, license number 

etc. In this project, we build an online auction modeling for fraud detection, where hundreds and 

thousands of new auction cases are created every day. Human experts are also willing to test and see 

the results of online feature selection to monitor the effectiveness and stability as in of the current set 

of features, so as to understand the scope of frauds done by fraudulent sellers and further add or 

remove some features. 

2. SCOPE OF PROJECT 

This Project investigates the entry criteria for providing a new auction service through the real options 

approach, where the entry criteria  is established by using an Online auctioning system designed for 

the use of normal users(individuals), Industrialists, Entrepreneurs, Organizations and Academicians 

under transaction rate uncertainty. 

 Customer must have a unique and authorized User Id and password to login to the system 
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 If a wrong password is given more than three times in continuous, that account will be locked and 

the customer will not be able to use it. When an invalid password is entered a warning is given to 

the user that his account is going to get locked. 

 After the valid user logs in his details like PAN card number, license number etc. are   verified. 

 FAQ test is also provided for end users benefit. 

 For safe bidding user is required to pay initial amount for confirmation. 

3. RELATED WORK 

Online auction fraud is a threat to e-commerce. There are articles on websites to teach people how to 

avoid online auction fraud. Reputation systems are used extensively by websites to detect auction 

frauds, although many of them use different approaches. Other than reputation systems, machine 

learned models have been applied to moderation systems for detecting fraud. [2] Developed another 

simple approach that uses social network analysis. Other approaches proposed an offline regression 

modeling framework for the auction fraud detection moderation system which incorporates domain 

knowledge such as coefficient bounds and multiple instance learning. In this paper we treat the fraud 

detection problem as a binary classification problem .In this project Bayesian probit online model 

framework used to support binary response with details of model fitting via Gibbs sampling. The most 

frequently used models for binary classification include, probit regression [6], support vector machine 

(SVM) [7]. (SSVS) uses “spike and slab” prior so that the posterior of the coefficients have some 

probability being 0. Another approach is to consider the variable selection problem as model 

selection, i.e. put priors. When applied the probalities involved in Bayes’s theorem may have any 

number of probality interpretations. In one of these interpretations the the theorem is used directly as 

part of a particular approach to statistical inference. in particular, with the Bayesian interpretation of 

probability, the theorem expresses how a subjective degree of belief should rationally change to 

account for evidence: this is Bayesian inference, which is fundamental to Bayesian statistics. 

However, Bayes's theorem has applications in a wide range of calculations involving probabilities, not 

just in Bayesian inference. 

4. PROPOSED WORK 

Our application is to detect online auction frauds of an auctioning site where new auction cases are 

posted every day. Every new case is sent to our proactive anti-fraud moderation system for a pre-

screening score to assess the risk. The system has been classified into the following modules after a 

careful analysis. 

4.1. Customer Module 

A customer is one of the users who wish to shop online. For this purpose the customer will be 

provided with a personal account through registration. After successful registration, he will be 

provided with a gallery of different products from different sellers which include the product name, 

price, sellers’ name etc. While buying a product a customer can view the percent of trustworthiness 

towards the product given by other users. After purchasing, a customer can also file complaint on that 

product where he feels uncomfortable provided with some options like- 

 Products purchased by the buyer are not delivered by the seller. 

 The delivered products do not match the descriptions that were posted by sellers. 

 Malicious sellers may even post non-existing items with false description to deceive buyers 

 General feedback as a complaint 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Statistical_inference
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bayesian_probability
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bayesian_probability
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bayesian_probability
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bayesian_inference
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bayesian_statistics
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4.2. Seller Module 

The seller module includes different sellers who wish to sell their products. The seller needs to be 

approved by administrator after a seller submits his registration. A seller can add or delete or modify 

information about different items. 

The different functionalities for seller are 

 Can add a new a product 

 Can delete a product 

 Can place new offers to the product 

 Can modify information related to the product such as price, basic information etc... 

4.3. Admin Module 

The administrative module includes an admin who acts as an intermediator between seller and the 

customer. An Adminis responsible to maintain the website information giving a trust to the customers. 

When a complaint is filed in the customer module, the admin takes the final decision whether to ban 

the product. If the admin feels all the products from particular seller mostly are not trusted he can also 

remove the seller and his related products. 

4.4. Complaint Filing 

Buyers can file complaints to claim loss if they are recently deceived by fraudulent sellers. The 

administrator views the various types of complaints and the percentage of various type complaints. 

The complaints values of a products increase some criteria value the administrator set the trust ability 

of the product as untrusted or banned. If the products set as banned, the user cannot view the products 

in the website. 

 

 

Fig1. Process of detection fraud in system 
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Fig2. Block diagram of the proposed fraud detection system 

Using these specific attributes in our proactive moderation system for fraud detection, we build our 

Bayesian online modeling framework with details of model fitting via Gibbs sampling. Also 

extending it features with a selection bias fitting increases its adaptation to offline models too. The 

selection bias fitting approach is represented in Initial Belief Analysis. 

5. SYSTEM  FEATURES 

The current system is featured by: 

5.1. Rule-Based Features  

Human experts with years of experience created many rules to detect whether a user is fraud or not. 

An example of such rules is “blacklist”, i.e. whether the user has been detected or complained as fraud 

before. Each rule can be regarded as a binary classification that indicates the fraud likeliness. 

5.2. Linear Scoring Function 

The existing system only supports linear models. Given a set of coefficients (weights) on features, the 

fraud score is computed as the weighted sum of the feature values. 

5.3. Selective Labeling  

If the fraud score is above a certain criteria, the case will enter a queue for further investigation by 

human experts. Once it is reviewed, the final result is evaluated and marked as Boolean, i.e. fraud or 
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clean. Cases with higher scores have high priorities in the queue. The cases whose fraud score are 

below the criteria are determined as clean by the system without any human judgment. 

5.4. Fraud Churn  

Once one case is labeled as fraud by human experts, it is very likely that the seller is not trustable and 

may be also selling other frauds; hence all the items submitted by the same seller are labeled as fraud 

too. The fraudulent seller along with his/her cases will be removed from the website immediately once 

detected. 

5.5. User Feedback 

Buyers can file complaints to claim loss if they are recently deceived by fraudulent sellers. 

6. ALGORITHM 

6.1. Online Probit Regression 

Consider splitting the continuous time into many equal- size intervals. For each time interval we may 

observe multiple expert labeled cases indicating whether they are fraud or clear user. At time interval t 

suppose there are nt observations. Let us denote the i-th binary observation as yit. If yit = 1, the case is 

fraud; otherwise it is non-fraud. Let the feature set of case i at time t be xit. The probit model [3] can 

be written as 

P [yit = 1|xit , βt ] = Φ(x′ βt ), where Φ(·) is the cumulative distribution function of the standard 

normal distribution 

N (0, 1), and βt is the unknown regression coefficient vector at time t. Through data augmentation the 

probit model can be expressed in a hierarchical form as follows: For each observation i at time t 

assume a latent random variable zit. The binary response yit can be viewed as an indicator of whether 

zit > 0, i.e. yit = 1 if and only if zit > 0. If zit <= 0, then yit = 0. zit can then be modeled by a linear 

regression. 

6.2. Stochastic Search Variable Selection (SSVS) 

For regression problems with many features, proper shrinkage on the regression coefficients is usually 

required to avoid over-fitting. For instance, two common shrinkage methods are L2 penalty (ridge 

regression) and L1 penalty (Lasso). Also, experts often want to monitor the importance of the rules so 

that they can make appropriate adjustments (e.g. change rules or add new rules). However, the 

fraudulent sellers change their behavioral pattern quickly: Some rule-based features not support some 

cases. Therefore it is necessary to build an online feature selection framework that evolves 

dynamically to provide both optimal performance and intuition. In this paper we embed the stochastic 

search variable selection (SSVS) into the online probit regression framework described in Online 

Probit Regression. 

6.3. Coefficient Bounds 

Incorporating expert domain knowledge into the model is often important and has been proved to 

boost the model performance. In our moderation system, the feature set x is proposed by experts with 

years of experience in detecting auction frauds. Most of these features are in fact “rules”, i.e., any 

violation of one rule should ideally increase the probability of the seller being fraud to some extent. A 

simple example of such rules is the “blacklist”, i.e. whether the seller has ever been detected or 

complained as fraud before. However, for some of such rules simply applying probit regression as 

described in online probit regression or logistic regression might give negative coefficients, because 
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given limited training data the sample size might be too small for those coefficients to converge to 

right values, or it can be because of the high correlation among the features. Hence we bound the 

coefficients of the features that are in fact binary rules, to force them to be either positive or equal to 

0. Note that this approach couples very well with the SSVS all the coefficients which were negative 

are now pushed towards zero. 

6.4. Multiple Instance Learning 

The procedure of expert labeling is done in the moderation system, we noticed that experts do the 

labeling in a “bagged” fashion: i.e. when a new labeling process starts, an expert picks the most 

“suspicious” seller in the queue and looks through all of his/her cases posted in the current batch (e.g. 

this day); if the expert determines any of the cases to be fraud, then all of the cases from this seller are 

marked as fraud. In literature the models to handle such scenario are called “multiple instance 

learning”. Suppose for each seller i at time t there are Kit number of cases. For all the Kit cases the 

labels should be identical, hence can be denoted as yit. For probit link function, through data 

augmentation denote the latent variable for the l-th case of seller i as zilt. 

7. CONCLUSION 

Due to increasing use of internet, online shopping and online auction has taken a major concern in 

electronic-commerce today. Now-days its gaining importance and this lead to frauds taking place and 

an innocent victim suffers without notice. Many people are being involved in this kind of activity and 

makes online shopping an un-safe place to buy goods and service. This produces undesirable effects 

not only on auction participants and customers but also on the auction mechanism itself as a resource 

allocation market. But implementation of Online Fraud Detection has prevented ways to detect the 

fault in early stages and measure to prevent it. This proves to be a simplistic approach. To prevent in-

auction fraud, robust auction rules need to be proposed by economists. On the computer technology 

side, there is a need of airtight transaction process design to foil the efforts of fraudsters. In this 

project, we describe the indicators of in-auction fraud, and pointed out that because no single indicator 

will be accurate enough to assure the presence of in-auction fraud, a combinatorial way using multiple 

indicators would be more effective and precise. 
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